COME TAKE PART IN OUR BIGGEST SALEBRATION OF THE YEAR...THE ANNUAL FROSTY FREEZE WINTERFEST!

EVERY YEAR 70-80% OF OUR GREAT CUSTOMERS DECIDE THEY LIKE TO SAVE LOTS OF MONEY...WE WANT TO MAKE THIS YEARS SALES EVENT OUR LARGEST EVER. THIS ONE IS EASY FOLKS...IF YOU ARE A BUILDER YOUR BIGGEST FEAR IS THE WINTER TIME & HAVING ENOUGH DEMAND COME SPRING SO YEARS AGO WE INVENTED THIS PROGRAM THAT COSTS US A LOT OF MONEY BUT LET'S US SLEEP EASIER ON A COLD WINTER NIGHT WHILE SAVING CUSTOMERS ON THEIR NEW HOME INVESTMENT.

NOVEMBER 1ST - FEBRUARY 28TH

- PLACE A DEPOSIT ON YOUR ORDERED HOME & LOCK IN (FREEZE) YOUR PRICING!
  NO WORRIES ABOUT MATERIAL PRICE INCREASES, SURCHARGES OR TARRIFFS.
- TAKE YOUR TIME PLANNING...BEST PROJECTS ARE WELL THOUGHT OUT!
- LOAN PACKAGES TYPICALLY TAKE 90-120 DAYS UNTIL CLOSING!
  IF YOU DO THE MATH THAT = SPRING TIME BUILD.
- THE OWL HOMES GROUP DISCOUNT MATCH PROGRAM!
  $1000.00 DEPOSIT = $1000.00 DISCOUNT MATCH
  $2000.00 DEPOSIT = $2000.00 DISCOUNT MATCH
- MANUFACTURER WINTER/SPRING DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE!
  EVERY YEAR OUR MANUFACTURERS OFFER UP TO $500.00 OF MOST PLANS!
  OUR AVERAGE PRICE INCREASE FROM OUR MANUFACTURES IS 2%-3% & WE HAVE ONE EVERY WINTER...COMBINE THAT WITH THE AVAILABLE DISCOUNTS & YOU COULD BE SAVING $1000.00 OR MORE FOR DOING THE SAME THING NOW...YOU'D BE DOING IN SPRING?
  (HOME MUST BE ORDERED BY APRIL 1ST, 2020)

Max Discount on Single Wide
Home = $1000.00